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Location

  

  

Ververato  is just 7.5 kilometers away form the city of Chios and belongs to the municipality of
Kambochora. The traveler can see it a little further away from Halkios, south from Zifias, when
going to the west, surrounded by other villages.

  

To see the unity of these communities, one can climb on a hill of the  rocky area of Petrana and
see the amazing view from up there. The  village also stands out for its ponds and plentiful
waters, even though  it is a small village.

  

According to a census from 1991, only 340 citizens inhabit the  village, and their main
occupations are agriculture and gardening. The  old community center of the village 'allocated'
its building to the  Municipal Water and Sewage Company of Kambochora,  which is located in
the center of the external road. The villages  Doctor Office is found in the nearby room. The
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village has also a small  sports stadium that was constructed recently.

  

Ververato is still a living place, although it has  lost its 'old color', and there are only a few
preserved traditions. The  Educational and Civilizing Council is the center of the happenings, 
which, with help from the citizens, tries to take advantage of all given  opportunities to develop
the area.

  

Remarkable is also the history of Ververato and its  assistance during the days of war: The
ruins of the forts and the  castles that remain today proof this. According to some people, the
name  of the village came from the "Ververis", which was the last name of a  Spanish citizen.
One of the castles of the village belonged to him, but  unfortunately only a few remnants of all
the traditional buildings have  been saved for us to admire.

  

Looking from high up, the small houses, most of which have two  floors, form big pyramidal
squares and seem gathered one next to the  other. The green trees form a circle around them,
embracing them and  providing a certain freshness during the summer.
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